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Every secret, every side-quest, every mini-game, every bonus, every Achievement and every

Trophy revealed and explained in a dedicated Extras chapter.Dedicated walkthrough charts the

most rewarding path through this epic adventure.Strategy & Analysis chapter exposes hidden

mechanics, advanced battle tactics and techniques for obtaining optimal rewards.All-encompassing

Inventory and Bestiary chapters feature exhaustive lists and tables covering all enemies, weapons

and shops.Bears all the hallmarks of a Piggyback guide, including annotated maps, hi-res

screenshots and a wealth of exclusive, official artwork.Carefully designed to avoid unnecessary

story spoilers.
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I really enjoyed using this guide, and found it to be very helpful. The layout is very clean, they make

good use of the space they have on the page, and I found the walkthrough for the main story to be

easy to follow and helpful. It gave good advice on party formation and enough instruction for boss

fights that I felt prepared without spoon-feeding it to take away the fun of the fight in the moment. It

also did a good job of pointing out viable grinding spots, which helped make leveling up more

targeted and feel like less of a waste of time. I'm glad I purchased their other guides for the rest of

the trilogy - if they are anything like this one, I feel like it is definitely money well spent!My one big

complaint, and the reason this is not a 5-star review, is with the c'eith missions section - that area is

so large and the guide crams all of the missions into a few pages, so finding exactly where the start



point is can be tricky on the tiny maps. They also do not indicate where the actual location on the

map is, just the name of the area, so you have to do a little flipping and research on your own to

figure out where the mark is located. Overall, though, I think this did help keep it a bit more fresh for

me instead of losing some of the "thinking" part of these missions.

Arrived used and in fantastic condition. I got to the end of this game and then abandoned it for a few

years and forgot everything. When I decided to replay it, I wanted to get towards the end as fast as

possible, which this guide is allowing me to do.

I already beat the game back when it came out and thought I'd come back to finish all the side

missions. I bought this guide and it really helps. It does a good job of guiding you through the

missions, what strategy is best for a specific battle, and so on. The guide is pretty thorough and

gives detailed information on everything you need to experience this game to the fullest.

I'll start with the book itself, the paperback on this is very durable and strong, the binding is also very

well and keeps everything firm and in place. Glossy finish and what you would expect in a strategy

guide. Now on for the contents, everything in here is very well organized and in depth, you'll never

get stuck or not know what to do using this (even if the story is very linear) the guide will also let you

know ahead of time what is in each specific section of map as the guides of final fantasy usually do

so you will know ahead of time to get a chest or skip all entirely. Fighting summons is now made

extremely easy with the advice of upgrades to take and battle strategies, I'll be honest there is a lot

more I can say about this guide and that using it after playing the game doesnt diminish from the

experience at all but I don't have anything against this product and recommend to anyone and

everyone who plays FF XIII.

Great product. the walk through is very informational and gives a step by step guide as to how you

should approach the game to get the most out of it. the maps give specific locations of items and

save points, and the bestiary gives a lot of information about the strengths and weaknesses of the

enemies encountered throughout the game. the exterior of the book is quality made, and the pages

within the book are a thick quality paper. pictures are printed beautifully, and the text if easily

understandable.

This hardcover version contains sixteen more pages (one signature) than the paperback (standard)



version (see link below). The additional material is a story recap and a section called "Analysis and

Speculation." These extra sixteen pages are more than worth the additional cost of the hardcover

edition, especially since it can be had at a reduced price used. The story recap is not all that clear,

being in large part background information about what is happening. However, on the plus side, it is

information that you may puzzle over for a long time to come, perhaps forever. The analysis and

speculation section is an attempt to resolve some of the questions that arise from the story

recap.The main sections of the book are very useful. The maps in particular I found to be especially

useful. You can miss a lot of treasures that may be important later otherwise, for example. It is

possible to miss a lot in the game generally without reference to the various chapters. The advice

given however is often only advice. The solutions offered often only help illustrate the problems

faced. By the end of the chaptered sections, I was using different strategies than those proposed by

the author(s) of the book, especially for the major monsters.Final Fantasy XIII: Complete Official

Guide - Standard EditionI purchased a "very good" quality copy from  itself, which looked perfectly

new. That is probably a best buy. I previously purchased the paperback and when I saw the

hardcover, realized that I needed the final missing pages.
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